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Évaluation probabiliste et conception des arrêts de
surpuissance dans les réacteurs CAN DU

par CM. Bailey et F.A.R. Laratta

Résumé
Les données utilisées pour la conception et le fonctionnement des systèmes
d'arrêt de surpuissance neutronique dans les réacteurs CANDU sont
soumises à des erreurs et incertitudes de valeur dont it faut tenir compte
d'une façon adéquate. Les points de consigne définitifs dépendent donc de
la grandeur de la tolérance d'erreur en fonction de la grandeur des différents
types d'erreurs prévus.

Ce rapport décrit une nouvelle méthode d'évaluation probabiliste pour la
détermination de la tolérance d'erreur requise pour atteindre un niveau déter-
miné d'assurance de l'arrêt. Cette méthode est relativement simple et peu
coûteuse en frais d'ordinateur mais offre quand même une évaluation com-
plète et raisonnablement rigoureuse des risques statistiques dûs aux erreurs
de surpuissance neutronique. On a trouvé qu'à l'aide de cette nouvelle
méthode des marges de 10 a 11% sont suffisantes pour satisfaire les condi-
tions requises, en comparaison des marges précédentes de 18 à 20%.

On décrit également une extension de cette méthode, l'optimisation de la
forme de la puissance de référence du coeur.
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Probabilistic Assessment and Design of Overpower
Trips in CANDU Reactors

by CM. Bailey and FAR. Laratta

Abstract
The data used for the design and operation of the Neutron Overpower (NOP)
trip systems in CANDU reactors are subject to errors and uncertainty in their
values, for which a suitable allowance must be made. The final NOP set-
points thus depend on the size of this error allowance in relation to the
magnitudes of the various types of errors expected.

This report outlines a new probabilistic assessment procedure for determin-
ing the NOP error allowance needed to meet a specified level of confidence.
The procedure is relatively simpie and computationally inexpensive, yet pro-
vides a comprehensive and reasonably rigorous assessment of the statistical
risk of the NOP errors. Margins of about 10 to 11% have been found suffi-
cient to rreet regulatory requirements with the new procedure, compared
with 18 to 20% previously.

A further extension of the procedure, to probabilistic optimization of the core
reference power shape, is also outlined.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In a CANDU1 power reactor, three separate systems act
independently to prevent overpowers in the reactor fuel.
Normal control of the overall level and spatial distribu-
tion of power is provided by a highly-reliable Reactor
Regulating System (the RRS), based on a pair of iden-
tical control computers. Further protection is provided
by a power setback function in the RRS, which reduces
reactor power if a high local power is sensed by an on-
line fl'jx-mapping system. In the unlikely event of a loss
of regulatory control, protection against fuel over-
powers is provided by two fully independent "Neutron
Overpower" (NOP)2 trip systems, each forming part of
one of the two shutdown systems (Shutdown Systems
Nos. 1 and 2, SDS 1 and SDS 2).

1.1 Description of the NOP Trips
The NOP overpower trip is one of a number of process
and neutronic parameters on each shutdown system
that can actuate an automatic reactor shutdown. Each
NOP trip system consists of 30 to 50 self-powered in-
core flux detectors, distributed throughout the core in
vertical or horizontal tubes known as assemblies,
together with associated amplifiers, dynamic con.nen-
sators, test and display circuits, and other trip logic cir-
cuitry. (In the latest CANDU designs, all trip logic,
display and test functions are also computerized.)

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the general arrangements
for both the SOSI and SDS2 NOP systems. The flux
detector assemblies are located in the relatively cool

low-pressure moderator, between and perpendicular to
the fuel channels.3 To ensure physical separation, the
SDS1 NOP detectors and shutdown mechanisms are
vertically oriented, while the SDS2 detectors and poison
injection tubes are horizontal.

As is indicated in the figures, the detectors in each
NOP system are divided into 3 sub-sets, each associat-
ed with one of 3 "trip channels" for that shutdown
system. Each NOP detector has a preset trip setpoint. If
the signal from any detector in a trip channel exceeds
the detector's setpoint, then the trip channel is tripped.
Trip by 2 of the 3 channels initiates a reactor shutdown.

Thus, although the two NOP systems together have
from 50 to 80 detectors, reactor shutdown would occur
if as few as 2 detectors, in different trip channels (but
the same NOP system), were to "see" a high local flux
in excess of their setpoints.

A more comprehensive description of the function
and characteristics of the NOP trip systems is provided
in a previous paper.4

1.2 NOP Design Optimization
Because the overpower trip setpoints coulci constrain
the power that can be obtained from a given size of
core, design optimization of the NOP trips is of signifi-
cant economic interest.

However, several factors complicate the design
optimization process. On-power fuelling, a feature of
CANDU reactors, resuks in continuously varying local
irradiations (burnups) and powers. CANDU also has a
relatively large number of in-core reactivity control
devices of various types, used for bulk reactivity control,
spatial control and core power shaping, and reactor
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Figure 2 NOP Trip for Shutdown System No.2

power maneuvering. Table 1 lists the various types of re-
activity devices and describes their functions. Figure 3
shows their typical locations within the core.

These factors result in a large number of device con-
figurations (flux-shapes) and fuel burnup distributions
that could arise in the operating reactor and which must
be protected against a fuel overpower, whether this
arises as a result of localized peaking or is due to an un-
controlled power transient.

The overpower criterion for design of the NOP trips is
prevention of fuel dryout in any fuel channel. The
limiting channel powers calculated on the basis of this
dryout criterion are known as CCPs (critical channel
powers), and vary from channel to channel and flux-
shape to flux-shape.

These complexities are all factored into the NOP
design optimization process, as described in detail in
[4]. In the design process, an optimum set of NOP
detector locations and setpoints are chosen that pro-
vide protection for a "design-basis" set of several hun-
dred simulated flux-shapes representative of any device
configuration that could arise in the operating reactor.

This optimum set of detectors minimizes the possible
restrictions on operating powers, due to inadequate
margins to trip, for a smaller sub-set of normal
operating conditions.

Designed using these optimization procedures, cur-
rent CANDU NOP systems attain performance, in terms
of normal operating powers allowed by the NOP
systems, equal to theoretical limits for the more com-
mon operating configurations and within 1% for the
less common conditions.

1.3 Provision for Uncertainties
These optimization calculations are "deterministic" in
the sense that the simulated flux-shapes, calculated
CCPs, detector calibrations, etc, are considered exact
values in the analysis, with an error allowance to pro-
vide for the expected errors and uncertainties in design
data or operating conditions.

The final step in t.'ie NOP design process is thus to
determine an appropriate value for this error allowance.

This report outlines a new probabilistic assessment
procedure for determining this allowance and thus the



Table 1 CANDU reactivity control devices

Zone Controller Units (14)
• Consists of compartments partly filled with H2O (mild absorber in D2O

reactor), with levels varied for local reactivity control
• Used for bulk reactivity control and local spatial control

Adjuster Rods (21 to 27)
• Solid absorber rods in central part of core
• When inserted, flattens central flux and improves core form factor
• Withdrawn in banks of 2 to 4 rods for additional reactivity (startup, ad-

juster "shim")

Mechanical Control Absorbers (4)
• Similar to Shutoff rods
• Inserted for short-term negative reactivity (e.g., power stepback)

Long-term Reactivity Adjustment
(a) Moderator poison
(b) On-power fuelling

maximum level of setponts permitted for a specified
level of trip confidence. (The "trip confidence" is defin-
ed as the probability that an overpower condition will be
tripped at or below the overpower limit in spite of errors
and uncertainties).

A further extension of this procedure, to probabilistic
optimization of the core nominal power shape, is also
outlined.

Previously, the NOP allowance for errors had been
determined on the basis of a relatively simple root-sum-
square summation of the estimated uncertainties,
whatever their source, plus an allowance for the
systematic errors. This design approach, couched in
deterministic terms, also tended to encourage conser-
vative "always-safe" treatment of NOP calibration pro-
cedures and overpower (dryout) data. The result was
significantly larger error allowances than necessary.
Not only were conservatisms and inherent redundan-
cies in the NOP trips ignored, but regulatory authorities
tended to impose additional conservatisms to compen-
sate for the lack of a rigorous estimate of the actual
statistical risk.

Use of Monte Cario techniques provided a more
rigorous and accurate assessment, but tended to be
somewhat costly, cumbersome and required simplifica-
tions that limited design flexibility.

The new probabilistic assessment procedure outlin-
ed in this report is relatively simple and computationally
inexpensive, yet is rigorous, comprehensive and accur-
ate within our current knowledge of the various errors
and uncertainties.

2. OUTLINE OF PROBABILISTIC ASSESSMENT
PROCEDURE

2.1 Purpose of the Assessment
The purpose of the probabilistic assessment is to
evaluate the adequacy of a given NOP error allowance,
or conversely to determine the error allowance needed
to meet a certain confidence limit, given a specified
NOP system and the expected errors and uncertainties.
This is done by determining for each design-basis flux-
shape the probability that it will be tripped above the
limiting CCPs due to an adverse combination of errors
or uncertainties.

It should be emphasized that this calculation is in no
way related to the unavailability of the NO? system.
Unavailability is the probability that a safety system will
fail to perform its function on demand. The conse-
quence of the NOP error allowance being insufficient,
for some rare combination of adverse errors, is not a
failure to trip, but simply a delay in tripping by a few rar-
cent beyond the intended overpower limit. Given the
many conservatisms remaining in the NOP designs,
such a small trip overshoot would not result in an un-
safe condition.

2.2 Classification of NOP Errors and Uncertainties
The first step in the probabilistic assessment is the
classification of the expected errors and uncertainties
into four categories:
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(a) Detector-random errors: these affect the ratio of Table 2 summarizes the errors and uncertainties
detector setpoint to detector reading, and vary from
detector to detector. Examples include detector
calibration errors, flux-shape simulation errors, and
errors in setting the trip setpoints.

(b) Channel-random errors: these affect the ratio of
channel CCP to channel power, and vary from chan-
nel to channel. An example is the uncertainty in the
CCPs arising out of uncertainties in channel
hydraulic resistance or axial power distribution.

(c) Common-random errors: These are random in their
probability of occurring, but apply in the same way
to all detectors or all fuel channels. Examples in-
clude unce, tainties in the CCP correlation, or fluc-
tuations in the coolant inlet temperature.

(d) Systematic errors: these are non-random errors, pre-
sent either at all times, or only when specific condi-
tions arise. (These include the average value of
measured random errors).

The individual errors are summed together in each of
the four categories. Systematic errors (and correlated
random errors, if any are known) are summed by addi-
tion, while the uncorrelated errors are summed by root-
sum-square.

Table 2 Typical NOP errors and uncertainties

typically arising in the design and subsequent opera-
tion of an NOP trip system, as well as their classifica-
tion into the above categories.

In submissions to regulatory authorities in support of
proposed NOP setpoints, the estimated error
magnitudes must be supported by simulation or test
results or historical data, and subsequently validated
where relevant for the specific reactor by
measurements taken during commissioning or plant
operations.

For simplicity, the assessment procedure assumes
that the errors are normally distributed (Gaussian). This
is considered justified for the following reasons:

(a) although individual error distributions might be non-
Gaussian, the distribution of their sum will tend
towards a Gaussian;

(b) at large errors, i.e. 3 or 4 standard deviations (which
is the area which affects the confidence
calculation), physical considerations suggest that a
normal distribution is more likely to overstate the ac-
tual error probability, and that a chopped distribu-
tion (zero beyond 2 or 3 sigma) may be more ap-
propriate. In this case, the use of the Gaussian is

Source of Uncertainty Detector
Random

Channel
Random

X
X

Common
Random

X

X

X

X
X

Systematic
Error

- X

X

1. CCP Calculations:
CHF Correlation

Coolant Conditions

Channel Hydraulics

Channel Burnup Distribution

2. NOP Recalibration Errors
Calculation of CPPF
Thermal power calculation

3. Setting trip setpoints

4. Simulation Errors
Error in simulating CPs

Flux simulation error

5. Variations between Recalibrations
Variations in CPP
Variations in detector calibrations

Totals (typical magnitudes)
(summed by)

4 to 5%
(RSS) (RSS)

4 to 5%
(RSS)

-1 to - 3%

Note: x = magnitude less than 1 %
X = magnitude from 1 to 3%



conservative, i.e., it overstates the probability of get-
ting an error that would exceed the error margin.

2.3 Basic Probability Calculation
The basic probability calculation includes the following
discrete steps for each flux-shape:

(1) The channel-related errors are expressed as CPR
probability distributions for each channel, where the
CPR (critical power ratio) is the ratio of the channel
CCP to the channel actual power at nominal power
for that case. (See Figure 4). The CPR distributions
for all the channels are then multiplied together
using an averaged CPR distribution frequency calcu-
lated for that case (Figure 5) to determine a single
probability distribution QCH for the most limiting
CPR. This distribution takes into account not only
the relevant uncertainties, but the average effects of
fuelling and burnup.

CPR DISTRIBUTION
NOMINAL CASE

SMOOTH POWER SHAPE
(NO RIPPLEl

ECPR VALUES (112 PERCENT INTERVALS!
ECPR = CPR (m) / CFRL-1 WHERE CPRL = LIMITING CPR
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" LIMITING CPR

LIMITING CHANNEL

OTHER CHANNELS

PROBABILITY
OF SPECIFIED > > ,
LIMITING CPR. \

/
/

/

\
\
\

\

LIMITING CPR
DISTRIBUTION

- ALL CHANNELS
COMBINED
<°CH>

Figure 4 Calculation of limiting-channel
CPR distribution QC H

CPR DISTRIBUTION
STARTUP (ALL ADJUSTERS OUT|

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

ECPR VALUES (PERCENT)

Figure 5 Effect of fuelling ripple on
CPR distributions

(2) Similarly, the detector trip voting logic is followed in
summing over all the detectors to determine the
probability PND of not getting a 2 out of 3 trip as a
function of the proposed error allowance, and the
variation in the actual overpower limit (i.e., the
limiting CPR) from vhe nominal limiting CPR for that
flux-shape. Figure 6 illustrates this part of the
calculation.

(3) These calculated probability distributions are then
summed together with the common-mode random
error distribution QCR in successive convolution
integrals (Figure 7):

Qc(x) -r
PNT - L

Ks

QCH<*')-QCR <*'-*)<•*' <1>

]x)-dx (2)

where QCH is the probability distribution for the
most limiting CPR (Figure 4)

6
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Figure 6 Detector-related probability calculation

QCR is the probability distribution for the
common-mode random errors (Figure 7)
PND is the probability of not getting a 2 out of 3
trip with a given limiting CPR and specified set-
points (Figure 6)
Qc is the joint probability distribution for QCH and
QCR
x is relative flux, power, CPR ratio, etc.

and KS and KB are suitably chosen start and end
points for the integration such that the truncation er-
rors at either end are small.

Computationally, these integrations are approximated
with good accuracy by stepwise computer summations.

The final result (PNT) gives the probability, for a given
flux-shape and level of setpoints, that a NOP trip would
occur above the limiting CCP due to an adverse com-
bination of errors. One minus this value gives the trip
confidence, the probability that a trip will occur at or
below the limiting CCP for the flux-shape.

2.4 Inclusion of Recalibration Conservatism
The next step in the calculation accounts for conser-
vatisms in the NOP refuelling calibration procedure.

Because of on-power fuelling, the core in an
operating CANDU reactor typically has channels and
bundles with a mixture of widely varying irradiations

and varying powers. As fuel in a channel reaches its
maximum burnup it is discharged and replaced with
fresh fuel. The resulting variation in individual channel
powers about their time-average (or reference) values is
known as refuelling ripple.

A basic simplification in the NOP design process is
to separate out the effect of refuelling ripple from the
other flux-shape variations - i.e., t|- ~ 3 due to reactivity
devices or xenon changes. The perturbation cases used
to design the NOP systems are thus based on an ideal-
ized ripple-free nominal power distribution with time-
average or equilibrium-burnup fuel properties.

The effect of refuelling power ripple is then ac-
counted for while the reactor operates by an on-going
recalibration procedure, in which detectors are
calibrated to the current flux-shape, with an offset equal
to the maximum local power peaking in the current
core. This parameter is known as the Channel Power
Peaking Factor (CPPF), and is calculated from off-line
simulations or (in the latest reactors) from on-line flux
mapping measurements.

To illustrate, if the CPPF is 1.08, and the reactor is at
100%, then all the NOP detectors will be reset during
recalibration to read about 108%. This reduces the
margin between each detector and its setpoint by 8%,
just as a few channel powers are 8% closer to their
CCPs than they were in the original NOP analysis with
an unrippled reference core.

The CPPF recalibration procedure is conservative
since it applies to all parts of the core a maximum ripple
factor that is appropriate and needed in only certain
parts of the core. Implicitly, it assumes that for every
flux-shape the peak ripple will coincide with the peak of
the unrippled flux-shape, which is unlikely.

In the probabilistic assessment, this conservatism is
taken into account in the calculation, by averaging the
trip confidence for a given flux-shape over a suitable set
of simulated or historical rippled power distributions.
For each combination of ripple and flux-shape, the rip-
ple allowance actually needed is calculated. The dif-
ference between this and the actual CPPF is equivalent
to an increase in the error allowance and results in an
improvement in the trip confidence.

The final trip confidence for the flux-shape is thus an
average over the ripple set.

2.5 Inclusion of Component Unavailabilities
CANDU safety systems must have an unavailability,
demonstrated by operational testing, of 10-3 or less.
Although the trip confidence is not part of or in any way
directly related to the NOP unavailability, unavailability
of NOP components such as detectors, relays, etc. can
affect the probabilistic assessment of trip confidence.

For example, unsafe failure of a detector would re-
quire other redundant detectors in that trip channel to
pick up the case. Failure of a trip channel would convert
the NOP system from 2 out of 3 to 2 out of 2.

In neither case would the shutdown system as a
whole be unavailable, but both failures would affect the
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Figure 7 Trip confidence calculation: summary

probabilistic assessment.
The assessment provides two alternative ways to

take component unavailabilities into account:
(a) Probabilistic: The probabilities of detector and trip

channel unavailability are factored into the pro-
bability calculations.

(b) Prior Assumption: He.e, the unavailability of a com-
ponent is assumed as an a priori condition in the
analysis.

An example of the latter is a "2 out of 2" assessment, in
which the trip channel most likely to "see" the flux-
shape is assumed to be unavailable.

Canadian regulatory authorities require the NOP
system to be designed or the basis of a 98% con-
fidence limit, assessed on a "2 out of 2" basis.

2.6 Determination of Setpoint Level

A separate probabilistic assessment is done for each of
several hundred flux-shapes in the design-basis set.

The usual way of presenting the trip confidence
results for the entire design-basis set is in the form of a
distribution histogram, as shown in Figure 8. Note that
the bottom scale is logarithmic, with each horizontal
division being 1/3 of a decade, or a factor of 101'3 in
width. The vertical axis is the number of flux-shapes
with a trip confidence in the applicable range.

It is apparent that some cases are seen less well than
others. With both SDS1 and SDS2 considered, one or
several cases will have the worst trip confidence for a
given error allowance and will thus be limiting.

8
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All cases in the design-basis set must meet the 98%
confidence requirement. Thus, the error allowance for
which the limiting case or cases just meet the 98%
limit defines the maximum allowable level of NOP set-
points.

2.7 Probabilistic "Reform" of Core Power Shape
This leads to the final refinement in the NOP design
process - "probabilistic" optimization of the core
nominal (or reference) power shape.

It is apparent from Figure 8 that the NOP setpoint
level will be determined by a relatively small number of
cases that are not seen as well as others. If the trip con-
fidences for these limiting cases can be improved by in-
creasing the margin between CCPs and channel
powers for the limiting channels for the cases, then
higher NOP setpoints will result (for the same con-
fidence limit). This is done by reducing the nominal
powers for these limiting channels, and corresponding-
ly increasing the power for other channels, until another
case also becomes limiting. The process then con-
tinues with two limiting cases, then with three, etc, until
no further improvement is possible.

This concept is embodied in a systematic optimiza-
tion procedure, called "probabilistic reform", which
results in every channel in the central, high-power
region of the core being equally-limiting (i.e., defined by
one of several equally limiting flux-shapes from either
NOP system).

Figure 9 illustrates the effect of this "reform" pro-
cedure on the trip confidence distribution . The cases
with lower trip confidences are improved, while the
cases with higher values are a little lower. The net gain
in NOP setpoints resulting from this probabilistic core
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(1-TRIP CONFIDENCE)
10-1

NO. OF CASES
POST-REFORM

10-5 10"4 10-3 1Q-2 10~1

(1-TRIP CONFIDENCE)

Figure 9 Effect of power-shape reform on
trip confidence distribution

optimization procedure is generally several percent or
more. Figure 10 shows a typical set of changes to the
reference cnannel powers arising out of the reform
calculation.

This gain in setpoints will be realized only to the ex-
tent that one can refuel to the new reference power
distribution as easily as to the old. If the new reference
power shape is harder to fuel to, this would result in
higher average CPPFs, thus offsetting the gain in set-
points. However, detailed fuelling simulations and
operational experience have indicated that there is
generally little or no change in the distribution of
CPPFs, and most of the gain in setpoints is retained in
practice.

3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Margins of about 10 to 11 % have been found sufficient
with this new assessment procedure to meet regulatory
requirements for 98% confidance on all design-basis
cases, assuming one trip channel unavailable ("2 out of
2"). This may be compared with margins of 18 to 20%
previously.
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Figure 10 Reform changes in the nominal channel powers (0.1%)

The basic thrust of the new approach is to treat the
NOP errors and uncertainties in a consistent and
reasonably rigorous way, taking into account for each
category of error the applicable redundancies and con-
servatisms.

The probabilistic assessment procedure is based on
a relatively simple set of computer calculations, in
which the various steps may be separated and
modularized. This has a number of advantages:

• the calculation is relatively inexpensive
• greater flexibility for modifications
• can be integrated into the design process
• completeness and availability of the results
• ease in checking results and equations
• completely accurate within the limits of our

knowledge of the various errors and uncertainties
In a simple but comprehensive calculation for each
separate flux-shape, this probabilistic assessment
takes into account:

• the various magnitudes and types of errors ex-
pected

• the allowance to be made for these errors
• the specific characteristics of each flux-shape

(detector readings, channel powers and CCPs)
• the characteristics of the particular NOP design

(detector locations, setpoints and channelization)

• redundancy in detector coverage
• the potential effect of component unavailabilities

• the effect of varying the reference power shape
• the conservatism in the refuelling ripple

recalibarions
In summary, this procedure provides a rigorous and
comprehensive treatment of NOP errors and uncertain-
ties in CANDU, and an accurate estimate of the correct
confidence level of the NOP trip setpoints. This has in
turn established that the NOP setpoints can be 8 to
10% higher than previously estimated.
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